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Unofficial reviews of games released since the Playstation 2.1. Field of the Invention The
invention relates to a method and an apparatus for inspecting the surface of a component made of
hard material. 2. Description of the Prior Art Methods and apparatuses for inspecting hard
material components are known which are referred to as “surface inspection systems” and “edges
fault inspection systems”. German patent DE 10 2006 046 597 A1, which is incorporated herein
by reference, describes a contactless scanning method for inspecting edges of a component, for
example, of a turbine. In German patent DE 10 2006 046 597 A1, “a detector that scans a
component surface by means of a scanning head is used and the detector can emit light which
scatters from the surfaces of the component.” In German patent DE 10 2006 046 597 A1, “the
object is scanned according to a pattern and distances of objects are calculated in increments of
the scanning order from an edge of a scanning head.”Q: How to convert a string of arrays to a
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